
Borderline Pulling Series 2019 
 Farm Stock Current year an older 

NON Turbo-4500-5500, 6500 4 mph 
NON Turbo-7000, 9500, 10,500 6 mph 

Turbo-9500, 11,500, 12,500, 14,000-16,000 8 mph 
-All General rules apply 
-Must be stock equipped NO striping of parts to make weight in lower class. All components 
must be there, i.e. fenders, working PTO, Hydraulics, OEM Seat and Grill. 
-Must have OEM stock Block and Head, Driveline/Transmission and Sheet metal must be same 
as Manufacturer. NO diesel to gas conversions. NO homemade manifolds. 
- No 800 HD Minneapolis Moline engine components allowed. 
-Only ONE & must be STOCK injection pump. Original type of carburetor that came with tractor. 
-One single updraft carburetor allowed and must be bolted to OEM stock intake manifold 
without any alterations. NO downdraft carbs unless OEM 
Only OEM or aftermarket replacement manifolds allowed. Exhaust must exit in OEM location.  
-RPMs 2200 MAX up to and including 7000 pound class 
 2800 MAX all other stock classes  
- Any tractor with Blowers internal or external will pull TURBO class. 
-Turbo tractors: Must be OEM. Turbo is limited to 2.4 inch inlet. Turbo must be factory installed 
all oil lines exhaust system and intake tubing must be STOCK. Exhaust pipe cannot exceed 3 ½ 
inch inside diameter and no shorter than 24 inches in length. NO rain caps, must be strait exit 
no curved pipes. 
-Farm stock will operate under a strict speed limit rule. Speed is as follows: 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0 as 
layout above per class. All classes will have 100 feet to adjust speed if you break speed limit 
before 100 foot mark you have one chance to redo you MUST STOP and start over! 
-Side shields are not allowed unless it is OEM 
-OEM frames only. NO aluminum or custom built frames. 
-Fenders required on any tractor in 6 mph or higher class. 
-NO water injection 
Tires: limited size  
4500, 5500, 6500-16.9x38 
7000, 9500, 10,500 NT and 9500 Turbo-18.4x38  
All classes 11,000 & above 42s & 46s allowed Duals only allowed in 16,000 unlimited 
-NO Cut or ground tires of any kind 
-Press Steel Allowed 
-All pulls must be made from OEM stock drawbar. 20 inch Maximum hitch height.  Minimum of 
22 inches back from center of rear axle to pin or bolt hole. 3-1/2 inch or larger clevis NO 
exceptions. No drawbar will be stabilized with chains or irons. No adjustable hitches.  
-Weights: Custom made weight brackets are permitted front weights may not extend further 
forward than 11 foot from center of rear axle. NO weights will be hung off of 3-point arms in 
any fashion, NO weights beyond rear tires.  Weight brackets must be installed and must have a 
minimum of 12 inches of clearance above hitch.  
- 100 LBS weight grace on scale. 

 



 


